A proto-type design of a real-tissue phantom for the validation of deformation algorithms and 4D dose calculations.
The purpose of this study is to design a real-tissue phantom for use in the validation of deformation algorithms. A phantom motion controller that runs sinusoidal and non-regular patient-based breathing pattern, via a piston, was applied to porcine liver tissue. It was regulated to simulate movement ranges similar to recorded implanted liver markers from patients. 4D CT was applied to analyze deformation. The suitability of various markers in the liver and the position reproducibility of markers and of reference points were studied. The similarity of marker motion pattern in the liver phantom and in real patients was evaluated. The viability of the phantom over time and its use with electro-magnetic tracking devices were also assessed. High contrast markers, such as carbon markers, implanted in the porcine liver produced less image artifacts on CT and were well visualized compared to metallic ones. The repositionability of markers was within a measurement accuracy of +/-2 mm. Similar anatomical patient motions were reproducible up to elongations of 3 cm for a time period of at least 90 min. The phantom is compatible with electro-magnetic tracking devices and 4D CT. The phantom motion is reproducible and simulates realistic patient motion and deformation. The ability to carry out voxel-based tracking allows for the evaluation of deformation algorithms in a controlled environment with recorded patient traces. The phantom is compatible with all therapy devices clinically encountered in our department.